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Olá 👋

@ProductizedConf   PRODUCTIZED

andre@productized.co
Linkedin: amarquet

André Marquet
Co-Founder of Productized Conference
Events organizer since 2009
TEDx in Portugal
Explorers Festival in Lisbon
Social Entrepreneur
Product Consultant

mailto:andre@productized.co
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WHAT ABOUT PORTUGAL ?
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Top universities are a breeding ground for fostering 
entrepreneurial talent, in Portugal and abroad.

Source: Dealroom.co. *Analysis includes 370 startups founded by alumni founders, in Lisbon and abroad. Includes all universities faculties and business schools. 



NOW LET’S
PRODUCTIZE.IT
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ABOUT 



PRODUCTIZED is a one-stop-shop innovation consulting 
company that helps organizations bring product and service 
ideas come to life by providing mentors, experts, lab facilities 

and a network within the best world hubs.



PRODUCTIZED 
ORGANIZES
EUROPE´S
BEST PRODUCT 
CONFERENCE



@gibsonbiddle
NETFLIX

VP PRODUCT

@bombeztic
VIACOM

VP PRODUCT

@joshuamauldin
PIVOTAL LABS
PRODUCT DESIGN

@sarahdoody
UX FORMULA

UX DESIGN

PRODUCTIZED
CONFERENCE
BRINGS
WORLD
CLASS
SPEAKERS

https://twitter.com/gibsonbiddle
https://twitter.com/bombeztic
https://twitter.com/joshuamauldin
https://twitter.com/sarahdoody


PRODUCTIZED
CONFERENCE 
ATTENDEES ARE 
FROM
LEADING 
COMPANIES



At Productized we seek to contribute to the 
relationship between people and their 
organizations to build better products.



METHODOLOGIES 
USED IN THE

INNOVATION CONSULTANCIES



Future Thinking
“The best way to predict the future is to design it” 
Buckminster Fuller

Forecasting is a process of making statements about events whose actual 
results have not yet been observed. It is based on quantitative and qualitative 
data - expert opinions, economic and sectoral data, among others, containing 
a certain degree of uncertainty.

STEEP is an acronym for Social, Technological, Economical, Environmental and 
Political. It is a method to analyze the macroeconomic environment of the 
company, in order to determine which the main factors can influence its 
performance.

METHODOLOGIES USED IN THE
PRODUCTIZED CONSULTANCIES



Design Thinking: Human Centered Design

“Design thinking is a human-centered approach to innovation that  draws from the 
designer’s toolkit to integrate the needs of people, the  possibilities of technology, 
and the requirements for business success.” 

Tim Brown, IDEO president

Design Thinking is a process and a set of tools, with the aim of generating 
disruptive solutions.

The reason why the process is called “Human Centred Design”, is due to the 
fact that it focuses all its phases on the people for whom we are designing the 
solution.

  

 

Empathize
 
Define

Ideate

Prototype

 
Test

METHODOLOGIES USED IN THE
PRODUCTIZED CONSULTANCIES



Design Sprint
“It's like fast-forwarding into the future, so you can see how customers react before you spend 
all the time and expense of building a real product.”

Jake Knapp, Author of DESIGN SPRINT

Design Sprints are a proven, repeatable process for rapidly solving big 
challenges, creating new products or services, or improving existing ones. 
It compresses months of work into just a few days. 

Design Sprints help validate your new service or product idea quickly and 
effectively so you can focus on giving your customers what they truly want.

METHODOLOGIES USED IN THE
PRODUCTIZED CONSULTANCIES



Customer Development 
“The company that consistently makes and implements decisions rapidly  gains a tremendous, 
often decisive, competitive advantage. Get out of the  building”

Steve Blank, a Silicon Valley serial-entrepreneur

Steve Blank identified that successful Startups achieved success because they 
were able to find Product / Market Fit, pivoting from their initial proposal.

Customer Development is an iterative process that starts from the premise that 
“the facts are out of the office” and that the entrepreneur should seek them as 
soon as possible to validate his hypotheses in the market.

METHODOLOGIES USED IN THE
PRODUCTIZED CONSULTANCIES



INNOVATION
CONSULTANCIES

EXAMPLES
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CORPORATE
INNOVATION

SOCIAL
INNOVATION

STARTUP
EVENTS



UNIVERSITY
INNOVATION

HiReach ACCELERATION
(Portugal, Belgium, Austria)

PRODUCT
CONFERENCES



Stakeholders map Search Plan Personas

Journey Map Jobs to be Done 
Breakdown

Jobs to be Done Canvas

SOME OF THE TOOLS USED IN
PRODUCTIZED CONSULTANCIES
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Consultancy image examples by Productized
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What’s
Product Management
anyway?
Let’s start with the basics

Partly adapted from Andrei Breno 2021



It’s like wearing all these hats, 
and still staying calm & productive



PM mission is to 
discover and build 
a product that is 
valuable, usable 
and feasible.

- Marty Cagan

“
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The Product 
value is in
what gets used, 
not what gets 
built.

- Melissa Perri

“



The PM Sweet Spot 



A better version of it

building the 
right thing

building the 
thing right

building the 
thing fast



Mario explains



Outputs ≠ Outcomes

What you can 
see and 

experience
What you 

get out of it

This is why a 
“product” is 
valuable to 

users



Customer 
outcomes

Business 
outcomes

The product 
lives here

Outputs ≠ Outcomes



BUILD THE PRODUCT RIGHTBUILD THE RIGHT PRODUCT 

DECIDE &
VALIDATE

TRACTION & SCALE          

TRACTION

BUILD THE BUSINESS RIGHT

The Product Creation Life Cycle

SKETCH &
PROTOTYPE

BUILD          TEST    

DELIVERYVALIDATIONDISCOVERY



Events are productized experiences



What does a PM need
to be great at?



1. Always starting with the Problem



2. Going from Problem to Solution



3. Brilliant Prioritization



4. Balancing Discovery and Delivery



5. And many, many more
● Focus, and the art of saying no

● Staying agile

● Strong set of soft skills

● Domain expertise

● Balancing tactical and strategic work

● Wearing many hats - and wearing them well!



I’m sold! 
Now, how do I put the PM hat?



Understand PM as a T-shaped professional



Jack-of-all-trades, master of some



Every PM is 
unique! And you 

shape it your 
way.

You can do it! 
Start your PM 
career now!

Super Mario is right: 
to grow we have to 
focus on growing 

our product, based 
on our users first. 

1 2 3

Key Takeaways



Some recommendations...

👉 https://productized.medium.com/ 👈

https://productized.medium.com/


Let’s discuss Value
in tech products



Time to practice…

 📃 2 white sheets or notebook + ✏ 1 pen/pencil





#1
Discussion:

What makes these products valuable?



Problems: Framing questions - Think about Clothing labels 🏷

● How often do you use clothing label?
● When was the last time you used a clothing label?
● Under what circumstances do you use the label?
● What other solutions do you use similar to the clothing labels?
● Why do you use/ read it?
● How does it improve your life?
● In which ways it is better than other alternatives?
● Where do you encounter most difficulties, and why?

What were top 3 problems: write them down.

⏱ 10 mins



Brainstorm about Solutions

Sketch what kind of solutions you could create to solve the top 3 
problems your team has identified.

⏱ 5 mins



Sketch your Solution / Crazy 8
⏱ 5 mins



Who wants to volunteer and show their 
solution?

Demo time = Feedback time!

⏱ 5 mins



Design Sprint
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OK!
So how do we measure 

product success 🧐









Questions?
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ANDRÉ MARQUET
CEO & Innovation Consultant

andre@productized.co
+351 918 757 720


